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INTRO TO QUANTUM ACCESS® 

Working as an International Quantum Healer for 25 years has given me a front-row seat in observing the 

extraordinary nature of energy. How it looks. How it operates. How it responds. One of the surprising, 

yet distinctive phenomenon I kept noticing in the quantum field is a type of informational template 

instructing the material plane. If I wanted to understand why something formed the way it did, I was 

constantly pulled to explore the encoded blueprint. 

The possibilities are infinite! Imagine all those filament strings in every atom humming and vibrating to a 

new coherent frequency? Envision recoding the blueprint, creating a new human reality for yourself? 

Photon light is the carrier of consciousness that informs the quantum blueprint, it is the intelligence that 

forms into physical matter. What world do you want to create? What life do you want to live? Step into 

the timeless Quantum Vortex and the journey begins! 

What to Expect? 

The Quantum Access® method unlocks stuck energy, removes blockages and opens the channels 

between the physical and spiritual world. The energetic barriers are removed, which allows access to 

everything stuck in the body, heart, mind and aura, so all can be healed, resolved, transmuted and 

released. Set yourself free! 

Quantum Access® empowers you to break free of life’s limitations, unhealthy habits, stuck pain, 

debilitating patterns, fears and insecurities. Imagine what it would like to live without those blockages? 

To be living your full potential! 

Now, this doesn’t mean you have to spend endless hours in meditation or taking expensive programs. In 

fact, many of my private clients use Quantum Access® to accelerate their personal transformation in just 

10 minutes a day. 

Imagine NO more struggle with overwhelming pain or fear, feeling alone or disconnected, depressed and 

hopeless with unfulfilled dreams. Imagine living a calm, healthy, balanced, joy-filled life following your 

heartfelt intuition, inner wisdom and life purpose? If this sounds like a game-changer for you, then you 

are ready to experience the Quantum Access® method. 

What is  Quantum Access®?  

On Jan 17, 1994, I experienced a spontaneous kundalini activation during the Northridge earthquake in 
Los Angeles. Within hours, days my entire mindset and life path shifted into a new direction. My psychic 
abilities were activated, my biocircuits were blown open. My communication channel with Spirit Guides 
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was now activated. Within days, I was compelled to explore energy healing, meditation, and vortex 
phenomena. My Spiritual Awakening ignited an inner drive and motivation to transform myself into my 
best self, my true self living Soul purpose and destiny.  
 
Working closely with ArchAngel Metatron, I gradually moved through the stages of spiritual awakening, 

increasing my energy frequency, healing core wounds, transmuting ego control, all the while increasing 

more Soul embodiment. Drawing from my personal experience and the patient, guiding wisdom of AA 

Metatron, I developed and time-tested a unique healing modality, the Quantum Access® method. 

I quantum leaped into this advanced quantum healing method 

almost 30 years ago. I first used the method on myself, then 

on my friends and then finally with clients all around the 

world. It has entirely transformed my health, my vitality, my 

spiritual connection, my psychic abilities, my relationships, my 

own business and abundance flow in so many ways - it is 

beyond all my expectations. And it just keeps delivering these 

amazing benefits month after month. All thanks to this 

extraordinary quantum healing method I use on repeat...day 

after day, month after month. 

So how does it work? When tapping into the alchemical 

blueprint of Metatron’s Cube geometry, you can eliminate energetic barriers, clear trauma, open psychic 

intuition, integrate Soul energy inwards and release incongruent energy outwards. This extraordinary 

discovery led to my inspiration and passion to share Quantum Access® with all seeking spiritual growth 

and enlightenment. 

Metatron’s Cube template activates the Quantum Vortex to unwind time compression and particle 

density, increase energy frequencies and enable the descension of Soul Presence into the body. 

Quantum Access® is the Universal Tool of Alchemy taught in the ancient Zep Tepi Mystery Schools in 

Egypt for evolutionary transfiguration. Alchemy is the ancient path of spiritual purification and 

transformation: the expansion of consciousness and the development of insight and intuition through 

visual images, pictographs, and sacred geometry.  

Quantum Access® is the most effective, accelerated method to unlock molecular compression, time 

density and trapped emotional/mental/chemical information from the cells by neutralizing the 
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gravitational field. Through the gradual healing and clearing of dense trauma, ancestral patterning, past-

life karma and core wounding, we evolve into higher dimensional access, open communication with our 

Higher Self and build internal Soul embodiment.  

The original human blueprint was designed as a bio-electrical imprint 

of the Monad (divine ‘I AM’ Source). The electrification of matter 

produces creative renewal, self-generating continual vitality, health 

and well-being. During the reign of Zep Tepi Mystery Schools in 

ancient Egypt, the original humans were masters of Centropy – the 

ability to transform matter from negative entropy (downward decay) 

with their Light Bodies.  

The process of human evolution is accelerated through the pyramid 

frequencies of Light in the Golden Ratio, drawing Light consciousness 

thru the capstone – a vertical flow up and down the Chakra Channel. 

New wavelengths of Light Language can be projected thru the 

triangular tetrahedron geometries so the human mind can expand 

and connect with higher intelligence serving the Light. 

The pyramid frequency generators and stone henge circles are 

calibrated to the crystalline frequency patterns.  Access to the 

magnetic grids of these sacred sites is protected by ArchAngel 

Michael, the command of Lord Metatron and coordinated by the 

Order of the High Priest, Melchizedek. All visiting souls are aligned with the rein and protection of these 

three divine immortal angelic guardians. 

The crystalline global grid wraps around the planet in the 

Flower of Life pattern, the geometry necessary to anchor the 

Light Body in the physical vessel. The Great Pyramid of Giza is 

located on the central longitude line of the crystalline global 

grid, acting as an antenna attuned to Gaia’s resonance 

frequency.  

The crystalline global grid links the crystal deposits in Earth 

through a matrix of ley lines in the same manner as an 
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acupuncture meridian network. The grid ley lines crisscross at nodal points and form power stations, 

major portals, vortices, and dimensional doorways that connect Earth to other dimensional worlds and 

star systems in the galaxy and multiverse. 

The sacred sites, or Earth Chakras are power stations that act as ‘tools’ of energy transfer in and out of 

the earth plane. The planetary nodal points/portals function on the ground level as passageways for 

celestial bodies to move freely from region to region. These ‘doorways’ act as Stargates between the 

worlds, and have been utilized by many ascended masters, angelic beings, and divine incarnates of Light 

to travel to Earth.  For more about Earth Chakras: https://www.natmat26.com/en/blogs/yoga-ed-eco-

sostenibilita/i-7-chakra-della-terra 

The planetary incarnation matrix that enforces 

the karmic lesson of ‘death and resurrection’ is 

being impacted by Earth’s location in the photon 

galactic wave and subsequent shifting planetary 

geomagnetic field and solar activity. The gamma 

photon band encircling the solar system for the 

next 2,000 years (Golden Age) is awakening 

higher consciousness in the collective mind 

through the activation of the New Earth 

crystalline global grid.  

As you move through the Spiritual Awakening process, you are transforming your body, heart, mind into 

higher frequencies and balanced calm, rising above the level of ego will. You are learning how to access 

your portal to the quantum field and shift into the vertical quantum flow of life force.   When you use 

the Quantum Access® method, you are training your atoms to spin anticlockwise in increasing oscillation 

towards the speed of Light! This is the spin reversal required to expand beyond 3D time density and into 

5D quantum access and freedom! 

AA Metatron 

This may sound like an impossible task. Which is why you are being assisted from high above, being 

‘touched by an angel’. AA Metatron is the Guardian Angel of Gaia’s acceleration into quantum 

consciousness. By bridging the principles of Quantum Physics with Metaphysics, the ancient alchemy of 

https://www.natmat26.com/en/blogs/yoga-ed-eco-sostenibilita/i-7-chakra-della-terra
https://www.natmat26.com/en/blogs/yoga-ed-eco-sostenibilita/i-7-chakra-della-terra
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Egyptian Zep Tepi Mystery Schools, AA Metatron offers Quantum Access® to improve your personal 

health, wellbeing and spiritual evolution.  

ArchAngel Metatron is revered as the soul of the highest archangel in the Kabbalah. Collaborating with 

the Council of 12 Tribes (galactic Root Races), Metatron stands at the side of Monad and oversees the 

creation of the Universe. As the Master Alchemist, ArchAngel Metatron holds the keys to the galactic 

Halls of Amenti, the living library of all incarnated Souls in the universe. According to the Book of Enoch, 

Metatron is the celestial scribe and purveyor of conscious intelligence. There are theories that AA 

Metatron incarnated as Enoch in the Bible, Thoth in ancient mysticism and Merlin in Druid tradition.  

AA Metatron teaches the principles of Alchemy to all seeking spiritual transcendence. He encourages the 

integration and union of spirituality and science, metaphysics and physics, to better understand the 

workings of the holographic universe. 

Metatron’s Cube  

Ancient teachings claim that a sacred symbol originated from the soul of the highest archangel of the 

Kabbalah, ArchAngel Metatron. AA Metatron has gifted humanity with the sacred geometry that 

accelerates personal ascension, Metatron’s Cube. As seen in alchemy, Metatron’s Cube depicts a 

container or 2D template of creational geometry and the electromagnetic nature of genesis in our 

universe.  

Encoded within Metatron’s Cube are the 5 Platonic Solids 

and star tetrahedron that activates the Merkaba Torus 

quantum continuum. The 3D Metatron’s Cube template of 

‘12 points around 1’ activates energy waves to start moving 

right-to-left, in an anticlockwise spin reversal of 3D clockwise 

time compression.  

Metatron’s Cube is the template that activates the Quantum 

Vortex to unwind particle density, remove energetic veils, 

increase energy frequencies and enable the descension of 

the Soul into the body. There are certain celestial codes that 

initiate the circular operating system.  
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Spiraling Universe  

We live in a spiraling cosmos…evidenced in the swirling galaxies, planetary orbits, tornados, double helix 

DNA, whirlpools, seashells, and the black hole at the galactic center. According to quantum physics, the 

Universe we live in resembles a sea of motion − a quantum field of vibrant activity. All matter in the 

Universe is interconnected by waves of energy that spread out 

through spacetime, so that every part of the Universe is touching 

every other part instantaneously in a Unified Field of ether. These 

waves oscillate through space, like ripples on a pond, as carriers 

of information.  

New Physics claims that physical matter (atoms) is not solid 

particles, but a subatomic whirlpool or vortex that swirls in the 

ocean of ether. Ether energy flows in self-similar extension of 

repeating patterns on ever increasing scales.  

Astronomers have documented the natural movement of the 

universal field as a spiraling whirlpool − visible in the swirling 

galaxies in space. Recent studies including Hubble satellite data now show that the Milky Way galactic 

center is a massive spinning vortex at approximately the velocity of light. NASA scientists have coined 

the phrase Co-Evolution to describe the phenomenon of sparks of light in spinning vortices as the source 

field birthing new stars.  

Sacred Geometry 

The eternal spin of ether vortexes relies on Sacred Geometry to maintain stability in the universe. Sacred 

Geometry contains embedded intelligence that forms the building-blocks of Nature. We see evidence in 

growing plants, the orbit of planets, the proportions of the human body, and the structure of crystals.  

The science of Sacred Geometry follows the fundamental principle that all physical reality originates 

from the quantum field according to a universal framework or template of geometric structures, 

mathematical ratios, harmonics and ordered proportion – they are considered ‘sacred’ and found in 

nature, art, music, light, and cosmology. 

Dating back in history to ancient Egyptian and Greek Mystery Schools, Plato the Greek philosopher 

studied the geometric shapes that became known as the Platonic Solids, the foundation of everything in 
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the physical world. (tetrahedron, hexahedron, octahedron, dodecahedron, and icosahedron).   Plato 

equated the tetrahedron with the element of fire, the cube with the earth, the icosahedron with water, 

the octahedron with air, and the dodecahedron with ether. 

 

The Dodecahedron represents the perfect combination of the infinite and the finite, the sphere and the 
cube. It is the dodecahedron geometry of ether that forms the human aura. The auric boundary 
crystallizes in a 12-sided dodecahedron orb.  
 
The Platonic Solids act as the internal organizational structures of molecules in natural crystals. By 
studying these forms of sacred geometry we can access the deeper knowledge and understanding of 
Universal Intelligence – the consciousness of creation...the ‘mind of god’! 
 

Golden Ratio 

The ancient Greek scholar, Pythagoras, discovered an intriguing constant found in geometry, a key to the 

order of divine intelligence.  He uncovered a mathematical phenomenon where the ratio of the sum of 

the quantities to the larger quantity is equal to the ratio of the larger quantity to the smaller one. The 

figure below illustrates the geometric relationship. In mathematics, expressed algebraically: 

  the Greek letter Phi (  ) represents the Golden Ratio, also called 

the Golden Mean.   

Its value is:   

The Greek letter Phi (fee) is commonly used in physics to represent wave 

functions in quantum mechanics. An example of the Phi Golden Ratio occurs in 
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the Fibonacci Sequence of numbers, where each number is the sum of the previous two numbers, as we 

see in the following integer sequence:  0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,89,144 

We see vivid examples of the Golden Ratio forming in nature – in snowflakes, flowers, crystals and conch 

shells? Typical tornados are wildly unstable, forming a destructive vortex. The Phi Golden Ratio creates 

coherent spin momentum. Phi Harmonics produce the most constructive energy wave interference, 

forming the Quantum Vortex of divine proportion and order. 

There is significant 

mathematical evidence 

that the solar system 

requires the Golden Ratio 

geometrics to stabilize 

gravity. The Phi Golden 

Ratio geometry is found 

in human DNA, living 

protein, the outer 

electrical shape of gold, 

in the Pyramid of Giza, in 

fusion, in the earth’s grid 

and in black holes. 

The Golden Ratio is the 

universal key of 

genesis…revealing the 

underlying essence of 

Oneness, the primal or 

first division of One. For 

this reason, the ancients called it "golden." 

The Flower of Life is a fractal expansion of Metatron’s Cube depicting a 64 tetrahedron grid, with a 

sphere around each tetrahedron. This same pattern continues inward and outward, both bigger and 

smaller toward infinity. It is the theorized underlying geometric structure of everything in the entire 

Universe. 
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It is now believed that ancient Egyptians applied the Golden Ratio in the construction of the Great 

Pyramid of Giza. The Flower of Life symbol is carved with laser-

like accuracy on huge granite blocks found in the ancient Temple 

of Osiris in Abydos, Egypt, possibly dating back 100,000 years 

(see behind me in granite). 

The Flower of Life is believed to be the blueprint for all life, 
containing the fundamental patterns for everything in the 
universe from the smallest atoms to the largest galaxies. It also 
depicts that everything is connected. 
 
The Golden Ratio harmonics 
produce the most constructive 

energy wave interference and is instrumental to converting charge and 
gravity. When energy waves are colliding toward each other, they must 
not interfere or they will be destroyed. The harmonics make ONLY 
constructive (non-destructive) wave interference as they nest in a 
continual phi spiral.  
 
Envision standing on a solid platform under the feet, a core pillar of Light 
running up the center of the body to the Higher Self and Creator Source. 
This is the 12th Dimensional Pillar and Platform, the central infrastructure 
of the etheric Light Body. Working within the Quantum Vortex, secure an 
internal container surrounding your central Chakra Pillar, to protect Soul 
Presence….and strengthen an impenetrable dodecahedron Orb of Light 
around the aura. 

During Quantum Access® activation, ground your energy field in the Soul 

Stargate daily to accelerate your Ascension. When activating the Quantum 

Vortex around your body and aura, you are stimulating mini biological 

stargates to open within your human energy field. This will increase access 

to multi-dimensional realms and strengthen the bridge between the virtual particle field and your 

physical particle field (atoms). 
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Phi Spiral 

The Quantum Vortex is a Universal Tool for evolutionary acceleration and transformation, available to all 
who are seeking spiritual connection, integration and enlightenment.  It originates from the Metatronian 
lineage utilizing sacred geometry, phi sound harmonics and crystalline technology. It is the source of all 
creation in existence! The self-organizing force of the Golden Ratio is the basis of Fractality among 
waves of charge, the source of the Quantum Vortex spin momentum!    
 
The energy wavelength must divide evenly into the circumference of the circle as they form a 

tetrahedron, cube, or dodecahedron. These waves store their inertia in little 'quantized' packets of 

charge at zero point within the Phi spiral – forming particles of matter. Despite popular belief, particles 

are not solid, but pulses of energy.   From the smallest ‘quanta’ to the expansive cosmos, everything in 

the Universe is spiraling in the quantum field. All non-Golden Ratio wave interference is cancelled and 

destroyed. The Quantum Vortex relies on the Golden Ratio dodecahedral symmetry to survive!  

When energy waves meet in rotation at each 

wave cross point, a portion of the inertia of the 

wave must radiate out in all directions…fueling 

the Quantum Vortex. Now we see how vital the 

Phi spiral in a dodecahedron structure is in 

physical matter.  The wave interference produced 

in 3D cubic forms (Collective Matrix) quickly 

makes destructive wave interference. The one 

geometry which allows the wave to continue 

radiating in ALL directions constructively in the 

Golden Ratio is the stellated dodecahedron.  

By tapping into the phi spiral of Metatron’s Cube, 

we can integrate Soul energy inwards and release incongruent energy outwards. This extraordinary 

discovery was the inspiration for developing Quantum Access®.  

 

When combining the sacred geometry of the dodecahedron within a pyramid structure, you tap into the 
creational power of the upwards Phi spiral of a vortex. The Great Pyramid of Giza was designed in the 
Golden Ratio and operates as a cone (pyramidal tetrahedron). Just as Tesla discovered a century ago, 
energy can be harnessed by building a funnel-like shape, causing gravity's fluid energy to swirl and 
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create a vortex current.  
 
The anti-clockwise Quantum Vortex surrounds the entire human 
body and aura in a V-shape, activating an internal Phi spiral 
(Golden Ratio) propelling up the human Chakra Pillar. The 
accelerated spin momentum clears and opens the Pillar and 
channel to Higher Self. 
 
Just as the ancient Egyptians used sacred ceremony in the Zep 

Tepi Mystery Schools – you can apply Metatron’s Cube template 

to activate the Golden Ratio Phi spiral and torsion field. The 

accelerated spin momentum unlocks gravity, opens the Chakra 

Pillar and collapses the time barriers between the physical and 

non-physical worlds, expanding to quantum level. The Quantum Vortex reverse-spin will open and 

expand the bioenergetics so you can access energy at the 5D quantum level. 

Vortex Power 

Astronomers have documented the natural movement 

of the universal field as a spiraling whirlpool − visible in 

the swirling galaxies in space. Recent studies and in 

particular the Hubble satellite data show that the 

Milky Way galactic core is a massive spinning vortex at 

approximately the velocity of light. 

 

There is growing astrophysical evidence that the 

vacuum effect found in galactic black holes also exists 

at the atomic scale level. The hidden key to creation in 

our Universe occurs within the spiraling gravitational 

collapse inwards and electromagnetic expansion outwards found in spinning vortex phenomenon. 

All of life in the dynamic Universe emerges from a single pulse of light, from the multi-dimensional 

scalar standing wave pattern. The Golden Ratio Phi Spirals eventually spin into a perfect zero point in 

the nucleus of the vortex (zero gravity-perfect stillness).  
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Within the vacuum state of the Quantum Vortex beats the standing scalar wave of Singularity…the 

continual pulse of creation. It is the natural rhythm of life, like a cosmic heartbeat that fuels the 

Universe. Within the spinning Quantum Vortex is a zero point field that creates a light portal tunnel to 

the quantum field of All That Is. 

In creational terms, this accelerated oscillation of 

photon light in anticlockwise motion produces 

what appear as ‘moving mirrors’. Outside of the 

constraints of spacetime, the quantum field 

displays a mystical array of parallel future 

outcomes…a kaleidoscope of flashing, moving 

holographic mirrors of potential realities. 

When meditating in the Quantum Vortex, 

we open the inter-dimensional doorway of 

the mind. According to Lynne McTaggart’s research, “our thoughts are focused ordered light acting 

like lasers and intentioned healing creates some of the most organized waves of light found in 

nature.” 

 

Quantum Potential 

During the alchemical process, a hyper-accelerated Quantum Vortex emits electromagnetic levels up to 

gamma radiation. Gamma rays consist of ordered photons with a frequency greater than 25 hertz and 

have neither mass nor electric charge and so can penetrate through matter – demonstrated in laser 

beams.  

Combined with vortex velocity, the photonic light flushes out distortions from the biofield. This is a 

hidden secret of how quick and effective the Quantum Vortex can clear stuck energy in the biofield. 

When utilizing the properties of vortex phenomenon, the highest frequencies of photon light will rid 

decaying cells of toxins. This will activate the internal cellular transformation of subatomic matter.  

When spinning in the anticlockwise Quantum Vortex at 45 degree spiral expansion, the body, heart, 

mind and aura unlock from gravitational time compression. Activating Metatron’s Cube and the 

Quantum Vortex will unwind time density, increase energy frequency, expand and strengthen the force 

field of light and integrate the multi-dimensional Soul aspects into union. 
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Quantum Access® optimizes the properties of vortex phenomenon to access the higher frequencies of 

photonic light to rid decaying cells of toxically charged energy. In this manner, Quantum Access® taps 

into the extraordinary creative power of light consciousness that is combined with focused intent 

(Observer Effect) to activate the internal cellular 

transformation of subatomic matter. You are tapping 

into universal Quantum Vortex power and photon light 

crystallization to change reality! 

Most modalities only target one area, for example - 

treating the physical body with Reiki, or Tapping, or 

going to the Chiropractor. Or specialize in emotional 

trauma or PTSD with somatic movement, sound healing 

or breathwork. Or treating mental illness with 

Psychotherapy and medication. 

What makes Quantum Access® so unique? It removes 

the barriers to all 4 levels – physical, emotional, mental 

and spiritual bodies. Quantum Access is an All-In-One, next generation Technique…it is so 

comprehensive it can be applied to any area of your life. 

Quantum Access® includes shamanic energy healing, trauma clearing, Shadow Work, past-lives 

regression, psychic development, deepening Soul embodiment and so much more. For over 25 years of 

working with myself and thousands of clients, I’ve developed this time-tested tool and healing protocols 

to take you to the quantum level. 

The Quantum Access® method is available to all seeking personal transformation. Not only does the 

method remove debilitating patterns, programs, wounds and phobias, but it clears your energy 

container for Spirit to merge inside, building deeper inner Soul connection and empowerment.  

And the results are noticeable! The real magic happens when you activate the Quantum Vortex around 

your body and aura. It is such a powerful transformational tool, it is an accelerant, it is the “next big 

thing”.  What makes this advanced tool so amazing is that you can do it yourself, anywhere, anytime. I 

am thrilled to share with you the Quantum Access® method, so you can start living your Best Life! 
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